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VEGAS VAIRS SPRING PICNIC APRIL 16, 2011
We had 16 of our members at the annual spring picnic who brought some wonderful eats besides the
hamburgers and hotdogs provided by the club. Also, eight (by my count) beautiful Corvairs were also
there for all of us to enjoy. At the last minute, several members were not able to join us who had planned
to be there, Bob Helt and Delores who was not up to the adventure this time and Jack O’Shea who contracted
a severe breathing problem. Thankfully both are doing fine at home and we hope to see them at a future club
meeting. We did not have the overabundance of desserts as we have in the past. Many varieties of salads,
beans and other tasty treats were brought to the table. We thank Sallie and Steve Wentworth for their
generosity in providing their backyard “forest” for our picnic. It provided a nice and cool location for us to
meet and visit for this event.
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MINUTES OF THE APRIL 13, 2011 VEGAS VAIRS MEETING
Members present:
Paul Bernardo, Mel Jackson, Ingrid Howard, Vic Howard, Bob Helt, Jack O’Shea, Arlon and Susan Sibert, William Lager, Ernie
McKinney, Dan Ward, John Charaska, Jerry Dunning, Harry Ransom, John D’Angerio,Paul Green,Howard Stoner.
Guests Present:
John Haney
Club President Paul Bernardo started the meeting a few minutes past 7:00 pm
Treasurer Ingrid Howard gave her report that the club has $761.94 in the treasury
Activities Director reported on several car shows upcoming
Our Spring picnic is scheduled for April 16th, this coming Saturday, at Steve and Sallie Wentworths home. President Paul will not be
able to attend and Sallie agreed to get the meat/buns, VP Mel Jackson will bring the soft drinks and water, Treasurer Ingrid Howard
will prepare all the condiments. Paul will check with Sallie Wentworth to arrange for the paper plates, utensils, napkins etc. that are
in the club container. All those who attend are asked to bring a side dish with a limited few bringing dessert and more salads, chips
and other side dish preparations preferred.
OTHER COMMENTS BY MEMBERS:
Paul Green relayed his adventure in selling his 65 Monza convertible to a fellow in Tacoma, Washington who came and picked up the
car, drove it 1800 miles to his home via Los Angeles and entered it in a local Corvair club event winning first prize. Also, Paul has his
66’ Corsa that he took to a car show in Scottsdale, Az. where there were 1300 cars entered and he won the “Cool Convertible”
award.
Vic Howard related his trip to Salt Lake City to assist Rudy Schiendt in returning his crippled 1988 pickup via a trailer he brought to
Kevin Britts carrying his 1966 black Turbo powered Corvair he had sold Kevin. Poor Rudys transmission failed on the truck and Vic
offered to help him get home.
For Sale items:
No new items were discussed.
Door Prize drawing:
50/50 winner was Paul Bernardo who who pocketed $28. Many other door prizes were drawn and distributed.
Members who volunteered to bring door prizes next month were Bill Lager, Paul Green and Jack O’Shea.
President Paul adjourned the meeting at 7:56 pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Vic Howard, Club Secretary.
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PAINTING ENGINE PARTS WITH BLACK
PAINT TO AID COOLING

By Bob Helt
April 2011
I just read another discussion on the internet where nearly everyone seemed to be in agreement
that painting engine parts with black paint would be a great idea. In fact one person even wanted to use
wrinkle paint on his valve covers to add surface area. Wrinkle paint, in case your are not familiar, is the
heavy-thickness paint that wrinkles on the surface when it dries, such as that on the 1965-66 Corsa
dashes.
There might be several reasons why one would want to paint engine parts. The first might be to
retard, or prevent, rust from forming. This could be an excellent thing if the part involved is not of concern
for being adequately cooled.
In addition painting adds to appearance and might be desirable for show purposes. But painting for
reasons of improving cooling is often a bad mistake, and there is considerable misinformation about this
subject.
Let’s talk about heat and heat transfer for a moment. There are three common ways that heat is
transferred (as in cooling an engine). The first is via conduction whereby the heat travels thru a medium.
This is how heat in the cylinder head might be transferred to the adjoining crankcase or to a mounted fuel
pump (a possible cause of vapor lock). Unfortunately, while the heat in the engine is transferred to all
adjoining parts, it it not reduced or dissipated, but mostly equalized in the engine parts.
The second method of heat transfer is via convection. In this case the transfer occurs from one
medium to another as occurs when air is moved past a heated object. The best example of this is the use
of a radiator in a liquid-cooled car. Air of a lower temperature passing over a heated body picks up the
heat from that body and the air temperature is raised. In reality, nearly all cooling of the Corvair engine is
via convection. No other method is possible.
The last method is via radiation. The sun is our best example here. It radiates heat and light. Radiation
occurs when a body is heated to a very high temperature. (typically greater than 2000 degrees F.) It will
then transfer heat from the hot body to a lower temperature one via radiation. This can occur without an
intermediate medium such as air between the two bodies. That is why a black car will be hotter than a
white one when being heated by the sun’s rays.
Heat transfer theory states the darker of the two bodies are the more effective the heat transfer.
Thus the designation of “black bodies” being the most effective for this type of transfer. But for this to
work, remember the radiating body must be at an extremely high temperature greater than about 2000
degrees. So this leaves out the Corvair engine as a source of radiation.
From the above discussion, you can see the confusion that exists. The Corvair engine is actually
cooled by convection and having any paint on the cooled surface acts as an insulator, retarding the heat
transfer, no matter what color the paint is. Plain and bare surfaces are best for maximizing the heat
transfer via convection. No paint will improve this. Black paint only works for heat generated by radiation.
Note that there are some space-age coatings that will aid in convection heat transfer but these are
not what are being discussed here. VHT-type paint is designed to tolerate high temperatures but
otherwise acts as an insulator to retard any heat transfer.
So the lesson here is that paint of any color is a heat transfer retardant and will hurt cooling in a
Corvair engine. And the thicker the paint coating, the worse the heat insulation.
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(From “Negative Camber”, the newsletter of The Corvair Club of Cincinnati)

WHY 1969 CORVAIRS?
Submitted by Mike Demeter

Other than minor mechanical changes and new exterior colors, the 1969 Corvairs are basically the same as all second generation
Corvairs introduced for the 1965 model year. What makes ‘69s so appealing is a special fascination or charisma surrounding the cars. It was the
very last year of Corvair production with only 6,000 made, the last 3,800 on a very unusual assembly schedule. Ralph Nader was still making
noise about unsafe cars as that controversy continued to swirl around with government investigations and lawsuits ongoing.
Automotive "experts" were waiting to be the first to announce the death of the car, while car collectors couldn’t wait to get their hands on one
of the last. Loyal Corvair owners were deciding whether to get one before they were all gone or just write the car off and get a Camaro or
Nova, which is what General Motors wanted them to do.
The whole scenario was almost too surrealistic to be true.
The 1969 Corvairs were officially introduced on Thursday, September 26, 1968, and finally discontinued eight months later,
on May 14, 1969. Unfortunately, Mr. Nader had a role in the 1969 story as well. His irrational criticism of the Corvair in 1965-66,
although directed toward the 1960-63 models, was a factor in Corvair sales going into an immediate tailspin. GM’s blundered attempts to
discredit Nader and their apology to him before the U.S. Congress also increased awareness of the car, adding to the public’s doubts and
decreasing sales. 1965 Corvair sales of 237,066 dropped to 103,743 for the ’66 models, and further down to 27,253 for the ‘67s. 1968 sales
were a meager 15,399 and 1969 an insignificant 6000.
Over 2.1 million 1969 Chevrolets were sold, making those Corvair sales trivial, indeed. Chevy plants were cranking out 30,000 cars
each week. Why was this car still in production at all? A prudent manufacturer might have discontinued the car after 1967,
especially in light of the upcoming new federal safety and emission standards mandated for the 1968 models. The Corvair had become GM’s
orphan, its market share taken away and handed over to other Chevy products - Chevy II, Nova, Camaro, Malibu, etc. By its own actions, GM
had boxed out the Corvair, and it just had nowhere to go.
In January 1967, the Chevrolet public relations department had, in fact, privately prepared a statement announcing the end of Corvair
production that spring. It would have made sense to drop the car, but GM management decided to go ahead with the 1968 (and 1969)
Corvairs. Considering the long lead-time necessary to get new models ready, many of the parts were surely already in the pipeline. GM, of
course, knew in advance how insignificant Corvair sales were going to be as they set the production limits. Those sales really didn’t justify any
production, but GM made the conscious decision not to drop the car.
Chevrolet management was concerned with more positive matters - soaring Impala sales, heavy demand for the Nova models and the hot
selling Camaro - and apparently had little time for the orphan Corvair. The general manager at Chevrolet, Pete Estes, was a hands on engineer,
and he really liked the Corvair, but his casual management style allowed the car to linger on longer than it really
should have. A new Chevy general manager took over on January 1, 1969, and he was happy to see it gone as soon as possible. That was John
DeLorean, who moved up from his successes at Pontiac and still years away from leaving General Motors to form his own car company.
The 6,300 U.S. Chevrolet dealers indicated their indifference to the Corvair by doing what their customers told them. Chevy shoppers weren’t
asking for Corvairs, so dealers had no reason to order any for their showrooms or sales lots. Not wanting to pass up a buck, they would be
happy to special order one if a customer insisted or couldn’t be steered toward another model. In some parts of the country, the traditional
Corvair values continued to sell the car. In the cold, snowy climates of the Northeast and Midwest, rear engine traction and air cooling (no
antifreeze) were important selling features. In other parts of the country, the unchangeable Corvair design was a formidable block to sales. In
the wide open spaces out West and the high heat areas down South, the lack of high-speed performance and air conditioning were sales killers.
Some dealers were simply afraid of the car and its legal battles, and felt it was negative selling to try and defend it; it was sooo much easier to
sell Novas or Camaros. The service department didn’t like to work on them (though they always seemed to have a "Corvair man" back there!),
and the used car department sales guys hated them on the lot. 1,300 1969 Corvairs were left unsold when the car was discontinued in May,
necessitating a $150 rebate program. Not quite one quarter of the entire ’69 Corvair production run, it indicated how tough those Corvair sales
had become. Chevy sold over two million ’69 models, but it had a difficult time clearing out a measly 6,000 Corvairs.
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WHAT’S DIFFERENT ABOUT 1969’S?
Not much! Only some minor revisions: Amber front side marker lights with clear bulbs, just the reverse of
the 1968 models; A new, extra large square head key for the ignition and door locks; a large oval head key was used for the trunk & glove
compartment; Wider bucket seats on Monza models; Interior colors changed somewhat: black continued, gold was dropped and replaced by
medium green; the ’68 blue color was replaced by a darker blue for 1969; Clear window crank knobs were standard with all interior colors; A
new 10" wide inside rearview mirror replaced the 8" width used on 1968 models; Redesigned clutch cable for manual transmission cars;
Revised front brake wheel cylinder assemblies.
Thirteen new exterior colors were introduced for the entire Chevrolet range, including the Corvair; a total of fifteen were available. Tuxedo
Black and Butternut Yellow were carried over unchanged; Ermine White (used since 1960) became Dover White, a much brighter shade.
A new feature introduced by General Motors for its 1969 passenger cars did not appear on the Corvair - the steering column mounted ignition
switch & lock. An anti-theft measure required by federal law starting January 1, 1970, it was further indication that the Corvair would soon be
discontinued. All ’69 GM cars used the larger key, which was necessary with the new switch design. The Corvair got the large key too, though it
really didn’t need it. Basic models - 500 Coupe, Monza Coupe and Monza Convertible continued with the same features introduced in 1965.
Engine and transmission were also the same, with the addition (introduced for
the ’68 models) of an air injection pump set up to reduce engine exhaust emissions. Minor revisions to carburetors and distributors
were also done for emission standards.
ON THE PRODUCTION LINE
Chevrolet’s Willow Run, Michigan assembly plant was the sole production facility for all 1969 Corvairs. It was one of 24 General
Motor assembly plants operating nationwide in 1969, including 17 building various models of Chevrolet division cars. The plant is
in Ypsilanti, a small town of 25,000 in southeastern Michigan, just 25 miles west of downtown Detroit and now part of the Detroit to Ann Arbor
metropolitan sprawl. The vast majority of all 1960-1969 Corvairs were built at the Chevrolet and Fisher Body assembly facilities in Willow Run.
In the ‘60s, Corvairs were also built in California (Oakland & Van Nuys), Kansas City, Missouri and in Canada at Oshawa, Ontario. Willow Run
was always considered to be the "home" plant. Exactly 6,000 1969 Corvairs were assembled - 2,762 500 coupes, 2,717 Monza coupes and 521
Monza convertibles. The Willow Run plant began building the Chevy II Nova for the 1962
model year running them on the same production line as the Corvair. As the Corvair’s production volume dropped each year after 1965, it
became harder and harder to build it on the same line with Nova. By 1969, only three Corvairs per hour were coming down the line amid all the
Novas, and it became a serious problem to train new assembly workers on the Corvair intricacies. Add to that the basic layout differences of
the two cars. The job that a worker did at a given station on a Nova may not have been the same job as needed on a Corvair. The Corvair
required more work than the Nova before the powertrain and suspension were married to the body, and the Nova needed more work
afterwards. This meant the Corvair was getting a free ride for a while on the line, a very inefficient arrangement.
Something had to give, and the most logical choice was to get the Corvair off the main line. On October 28, 1968 Corvair production stopped,
resuming on November 15th in a special area in the northeast corner of the plant. This Corvair-only assembly line was
400 feet long and manned by 43 of Willow Run’s very best workers, supervisors and utility men. Each man was specially chosen because he
showed a personal interest in the project, and the Corvair. There were five assembly stations on the line. Numbers one, three and five had
hoists. Station one lowered the carrier cradle, picked up the body, and returned the body truck to Fisher. Then, with the body raised, workers
began installing gas & brake lines, linkages, heater, and so forth. At station two, the carrier stayed in the air and the body was prepared for
marriage with the front & rear suspensions and engine transaxle assembly. At station three, the carrier was lowered by hoist and electrical,
wiring, steering column, dash and interior parts were installed. At station four, the carrier was raised up again where the engine and chassis
components were brought from their own miniature line and raised up into the car from underneath; gas tank, bumpers and tires were
installed here as well. At station five, the car was lowered to the floor for fluids, headlamps, aiming, bezels, wipers, etc.
Most workers there felt they were privileged to work in the area, feeling it was the best place to work at Willow Run; and they all liked the
Corvair. The line ran smoothly. Despite continual parts shortages, those who were there feel the best built 1969 Corvairs were those completed
between November 15th and April 21st, when all hell broke loose. Production during this period totaled about 2,600 cars. The original schedule
for the Corvair room assembly was to build out through July, but orders for Novas had backed up and dealers were screaming for more. This
could only be done if Corvair production was finished, adding that manpower to the Nova line. On April 21st, Corvair production was doubled
to 51 cars a day, making the last day of production May 14th. The goals were met and the weekly rates did, indeed, double to over 300 Corvairs
each week. In the first week of the new program, 318 were built, up from 145 the week before. It accelerated for two more weeks, hitting 341
and then 364 cars. The very last work week of Corvair production was only two and one-half days long, but they still cranked out 141 Corvairs.
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How did they do it?
Three ways. The first was to put the entire Willow Run workforce on a six-day overtime week, as union rules prevented Corvair workers from
being the only ones to get Saturday overtime. Second, the number of workers doubled. The third and most important change that allowed the
rapid build of ’69 Corvairs was the violation of GM’s steadfast rule against stockpiling cars. A car was never built unless there was a dealer
order on hand, and cars were never built ahead of orders. Leave it to the Corvair to be the exception, and all those unsold Corvairs began to
pile up outside the plant; they just couldn’t be sold as fast as the speeded-up line was churning them out. The rush complicated an already
critical parts shortage problem, and many of these very last Corvairs were let go to dealers short of parts.
After the dust settled, 6,000 Corvairs had indeed been built by May 14th - 2,194 on the main line with the Novas and 3,806 in the
Corvair room. Of those 3,806, 1,164 were built during the last three and one-half weeks. Novas total 1969 model year production was a
whopping 283,000. In retrospect, it seems incredible that so much effort went into assembling such a small handful of Corvairs. It once again
proved that the Corvair was always the exception rather than the norm.
THE LAST DAY
When Chevy PR issued its press release announcing the end of the Corvair production on May 14th, they were well-prepared for the flood of
calls from the media. The news was on the wire service tickers by 10:30 AM, signaling an explosion of newspaper reports, television & radio
spots and magazine articles. Phone calls from reporters all over the country started coming in almost immediately to the Chevy PR staff. Their
questions were numerous. They wanted to know the real reasons why, needed more information on the car’s history, and even appealed for
statements about Mr. Nader. That would never happen from anybody at GM! The Associated Press, United Press International, and local TV
stations were requesting to photograph the last Corvair as it actually came off
the assembly line that Wednesday. No plans had been made to have the press at Willow Run, and even the ever-present GM Photographic
Department wasn’t going to be there. All GM needed was smug, gleeful reports in the media that the Corvair was finally dead.
With all the requests to see the last Corvair being built, GM relented. A small ceremony would be allowed, which probably assured better
treatment by the press than if they’d been shut out. The Corvair room was a high security area at Willow Run, and very few outsiders had ever
been in it. So it must have seemed strange when newsmen began arriving after lunch on Wednesday, May 14th. The line had been running all
morning so the very last cars could be ready for them. The tone of the day was very informal, with no speeches or statements by anyone from
GM. It was a sad day for the assembly workers, foremen and their supervisors who had grown fond of the Corvair and their little team. It surely
was no day of celebration for them. Instead, it was a funeral and they were the pallbearers.
The last Corvair, an Olympic Gold Monza Coupe (#6000), was in its overhead carrier and was pushed closer to the waiting newsmen. The car in
front (#5999) was lowered to the floor, on its wheels for the first time. After receiving its ration of gasoline, this Lemans Blue Monza coupe
quickly became as famous as #6000 itself; #5999 wouldn’t start. A loud backfire, and then silence. Some sentimental workers and reporters
felt the Corvair was stubbornly holding up the line, refusing to die. All the evidence points to a "service" or replacement engine, one that
would normally be ordered for customers’ cars. Due to the extreme shortage of parts at Willow Run for the last Corvairs, a service 140 was
probably ordered. This was then installed in #5999 as its original engine. Engines shipped directly to Willow Run from the Tonawanda, New
York engine plant have the distributors installed; service engines are delivered without distributors. Engine line workers, unfamiliar with
distributor installation and in a hurry, must have put it in 180 degrees off. BANG!
With #5999 now pushed out of the way, at 1:30 PM #6000 was easily started and driven a few feet ahead where the Olympic Gold Monza
coupe stopped for photographs by the press. At 2:00 PM, #6000 was driven out of the building, followed by the newsmen, and down a ramp
onto the loading dock area. Nearby was a long string of tri-level railroad cars filled mostly with Novas and a few Corvairs. More photos were
taken here by the press and plant personnel . . . and that was that, the Corvair production decade was over.
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BOOKS NOW AVAILABLE
--THE CLASSIC CORVAIR.
A technical maintenance and upgrade manual. 330 pages. $35+$7 S&H.
--CORVAIR SECRETS.
Little known design and operational insights. 170 pages. $25+$6 S&H.
--HOW TO IDENTIFY AND REBUILD CORVAIR ROCHESTER CARBURETORS.
Comprehensive carburetor information. 110 pages. $20+$5 S&H.
--HOW TO IDENTIFY AND REBUILD CORVAIR CARTER YH CARBURETORS.
Comprehensive carburetor information. 90 pages. $25+$5 S&H.
If interested in purchasing any of these books, please call me at 256-2008 for
delivery to one of the VV club meetings for no S&H charges
Check or money order (sorry no Paypal) to:
Bob Helt
3016 Pearl Harbor Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89117

Clark’s Corvair Parts®
Clark’s has been your supplier for quality repros for the past 37 years. This year, we expect to reproduce even more parts for your Corvair.

See the Supplement for the following:
Va r io u s N e w F C Ite m s

1964 Tr im

Tu r b o pa r ts

stain l e ss g as ta n k se n d e r s

L ate m o d e l s te e r in g c o l u m n p ar ts

650 Page 2007-2012 Catalog
USA - $6

CANADA - $9.95 Most Other Countries - $12.95
Clark’s Corvair Parts®
400 Mohawk Trail, Shelburne Falls, MA 01370
413-625-9776

www.corvair.com

FAX: 413-625-8498
email: clarks@corvair.com
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Gasoline Alley's Birthday Bash
Please "Save the Date" for Gasoline Alley’s 12th Annual Birthday Bash, May 28th & 29th, 2011. This family friendly event,
which is free to the general public, begins with a kickoff party held on Saturday, May 28th, from 4:00pm to 10:00pm, at
The Cannery Casino and Hotel. There will be dedicated parking for participant vehicles, vendors, and live music. On
Sunday, May 29th, from 8:00am to 5:00pm, we’re “On the Grass” at Eldorado Park in North Las Vegas (same location
where our event has been held for the last nine years). As always, this event is open to all vehicles, including: hot rods,
customs, motorcycles, trucks, low riders, racecars, etc.
Participants can register their vehicle by May 14th for only $30.00, $35.00 thereafter or on site. Registration includes
great goodie bag, event T-shirt, drink koozie, and dash plaque. All proceeds benefit The Lili Claire Foundation, which
assists children with neurogenetic defects, including Autism, Down Syndrome, and Williams Syndrome. To learn more
about the incredible services offered by The Lili Claire Foundation, please visit The Lili Claire Family Resource Center,
located at 522 East Twain Avenue, Las Vegas, NV, or contact them at (702) 862-8141.
For more information regarding Gasoline Alley’s 12th Annual Birthday Bash, including obtaining a 2011 registration form,
please contact Mike at (702) 371-SHOW or via e-mail at gasolinealley@cox.net. Our event website,
www.birthdaybash.net, will be updated by early February. Since the inaugural event in 2000, Gasoline Alley’s Birthday
Bash has generated over $192,000 for local children’s charities! Thank you for your support, "We are truly changing
children’s lives."
Thank you for your support.
Mike & Mary Kinney

WELCOME TO www.RAFEECORVAIR.COM
Parts and rebuilding services in the Heartland.

Hook up your ride with high quality parts from Rafee Corvair!
Call us at 918-753-2486, or 918-413-1548 cell.
We are a full-time parts and service shop for your Vair and we will be glad to answer any questions you might have about your ride.
E-mail: rafee@rafeecorvair.com . Nous parlons Francais & Espanol.
We carry a large selection of new and used parts, and some NOS. We got everything to get your ride back on the road where it
belongs!
We have thousands of gaskets, bearings, weatherstrips, mirrors and chrome, suspension parts, engine parts, disc brakes, custo m
wheels, and many more. You can view our work on the website, and you can order online, by phone, by e-mail or via Facebook/Rafee
Corvair !
Special promo: 7 mm sparkplug wires $26.55 in 3 colors.
cards. Discounts to clubs .Looking forward to doing business with y’all!

Happy to be at your service!

Prices subject to change. Paypal, money orders and credit
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